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Love Stories
WRITING (AND EVALUATING)  

EFFECTIVE FUNDRAISING COPY



• Our brains are hardwired to respond to stories.

•  Paul Zak: character-driven stories cause the brain  
to produce “oxytocin.”

•  This neurochemical “enhances the sense of empathy, 
our ability to experience others’ emotions.”

#LoveStories

Why is storytelling important? 



•  “When you want to motivate… start with a story of 
human struggle and eventual triumph.  It will capture 
people’s hearts – by first attracting their brains.”

  Paul Zak, “Why Your Brain Loves Good Storytelling”  
Harvard Business Review 10.28.14

#LoveStories

Why is storytelling important? 



#LoveStories

How do I structure my story?  

Freytag’s Pyramid

exposition
inciting incident

rising action

falling action

resolution

climax

P.S.



Exposition – set the scene & set your “hook” into 
reader.  Describe the problem that your org solves 
(a child is hungry, a cancer patient needs a cure, 
an animal needs rescue).

Rising Action – as the story builds, put your donor 
or prospect at the CENTER of it!

Climax – the moment of greatest tension. State 
offer and PIVOT to the ASK!

#LoveStories

How do I structure my story? 



#LoveStories

How do I structure my story? 

Falling Action – Your org & DONOR are the solution

Resolution – this problem is solved… but need continues!

P.S. – Restate the offer/introduce a deadline/add  
a final “reason why” they should give



• Emotion

• Details

• Quotes

• Actions that paint a picture

• Strong lead

#LoveStories

What makes a great story?  



•  Make storytelling a part of your culture of philanthropy.

• Circulate stories with staff.

• Conversational interviews — dialogue.

•  Some organizations use a form to capture stories.  
Empower staff to take part in gathering stories!

#LoveStories

How do I get good stories? 



#LoveStories

How do I get good stories? 



•  Use short sentences and paragraphs.  Avoid “50-
Cent Words.”

• Be Donor-centric, be personal and create urgency.

•  Know the signer.  Male or female?  Is it a doctor, 
priest, social worker, activist?  Adjust your style to 
fit the signer.

•  Use underlining, bolding and/or highlighting to 
direct reader’s focus to key points: the offer, the ask.

#LoveStories

What style should I use?



•  Know your audience.  A donor to a Cancer Center is 
different than someone who gives to an animal rescue 
mission.  Create versions for different donor segments.

•  Do a Creative Audit to learn which stories have worked 
in the past, and which have not.

•  Read everything: website, annual reports, press 
releases, blogs, newsletters.

#LoveStories

How do I start writing?



•  Make gifts to competing organizations and learn what 
the competition is doing.

•  Don’t forget that LIST, OFFER & ASK are most important!

#LoveStories

How do I start writing?



•  Find one great story that crystallizes a key aspect  
of your mission.

•  Don’t try to explain every aspect of your mission in 
every letter.

•  Use your series of donor renewals to create a narrative 
arc for your organization build the relationship with 
the donor.

•  Tell your full story over time. 

#LoveStories

How do I start writing?



• Anger (“This is wrong! I need to do something!”)

•  Joy (“I know from my own experience that it’s better 
to give than to receive.”)

•  Fear (“This scares me.  This could happen to me or  
a loved one!”)

#LoveStories

What kind of emotions can I tap into?



•  Sadness (“This disease took a loved one.  I’ll give  
to fund a cure.”)

•  Exclusivity (“Me? You want me to join your Circle  
of Friends?”)

  Adapted from Chris Hartman, NonProfit Quarterly, 9.9.11

#LoveStories

What kind of emotions can I tap into?



Storytelling Checklist 

  Does the story have a strong hook at the beginning?  
Does it pull me in?

  Does the story elicit emotion?

  Does it present a problem the donor can solve 
through her support?

  Does it contain a clear and compelling offer? 

  Does it contain a strong ask on page 1?

#LoveStories

How do I judge someone else’s writing?



Storytelling Checklist 

  Does Does it put the donor at the center of the story?

  Does it build the brand and reinforce the brand’s 
relationship with the donor?

  Is it thankful?  Does it help cultivate the donor 
relationship?

  Is it memorable?

  Do photos help tell the story?

  Does it contain too many statistics and  
“institutional language?”

#LoveStories

How do I judge someone else’s writing?



Riley Children’s Foundation 
“Clare’s Cancer Story”  

Donor Renewal

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.











•  Clare’s cancer diagnosis is the “hook.” “When Riley 
doctors told me ‘you have cancer’ I saw it as a 
challenge.”  

•  This show’s Clare’s fighting spirit, and makes donor 
root for her.

•  The line, “I’m told you’ve been very generous in 
helping to save Riley Kids like me,” puts the donor  
at the center of the action.

#LoveStories

How the Clare story works for Riley



•  Offer is to “support my dream to end childhood 
cancer.” Letter pivots to ask on page 1, “Will you share 
my dream and send a special gift of $PG $UP1 or UP2 
today?  Riley Kids need your help to keep fighting!

•  This first person approach was tested against control 
— and won with similar response rate but higher 
average gift.

#LoveStories

How the Clare story works for Riley



Homes For Our Troops
“One Veteran’s Combat Story”

Donor Renewal

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.











•  The “hook” — Sgt. Lage volunteers for a night raid in 
Baghdad, and is the only survivor in an enemy attack 
that injures him severely

•  He suffers terrible burns, great pain and more than 
100 surgeries.  

•  But instead of being filled with bitterness, he’s filled 
with hope

#LoveStories

Selling the HFOT Mission



•  Donor is at the center of the story when told, “HFOT 
is helping to provide some of that hope, and so are 
you, Mrs. Sampleperson. Your past gift of $PG came at 
a crucial time to help “build homes and rebuild lives.”  
This outlines Offer sets up Pivot to the ASK:

•  “Repeat your gift of $PG during our Veterans Day 
Appeal … or increase $UP1 or UP2” to help more 
veterans.”  The need continues!

#LoveStories

Selling the HFOT Mission



Bidawee
“Gypsy Was Abandoned” 

Acquisition

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.











•  The “hook” — Gypsy is a good dog who waited 
patiently while suffering horrible neglect and 
starvation.  “She’s a Lab mix who should weigh at 
least 60 pounds.  She came to us emaciated at just  
25 pounds.”

•  Photos help tell the story.  Gypsy’s mournful eyes and 
the envelope teaser “Send Me Home” set the stage.

#LoveStories

Why is the “Gypsy” story irresistible?



•  Photo inside shows her condition.  Always use 
captions that help tell the story: “Gypsy was just  
skin and bones when she came to us.”

•  This is Acquisition, so thanks to “People like you” 
Gypsy’s long wait is over and “she will never go 
hungry again.”

•  Pivot to the ASK: “your gift of $20 funds animal 
rescue… $35 provides medical treatment… etc. to  
help more homeless animals.

#LoveStories

Why is the “Gypsy” story irresistible?



St. Francis House
Hard Hitting vs. Soft Copy Test

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.









•  But sad story must 
end with hope… and 
ongoing need.

•  In this case, 
emotional, hard-
hitting copy boosted 
gross revenue by 
more than 20%

•  Average gift was up 
by more than 11%

•  Response rate 
increased by 8%

#LoveStories

“Sad” story beats “Happy”



Catholic Charities of 
Washington, D.C.

“Abigail’s Hunger Story”
Renewal Appeal

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.









•  The “hook” —  a mother of a 6-year old is scavenging 
for food in a dumpster outside the child’s school.

•  A kindly janitor helps her find help through Catholic 
Charities. 

•  “Now little Abigail had a friend: YOU.  Thanks to your 
generous support of Catholic Charities, we were able 
to leap into action.”  This is donor-centric!

#LoveStories

Catholic Charities — “Hunger”



•  We make the donor part of the solution, getting 
Abigail and her mom food, medical assistance  
and more…

•  In “Falling Action” the reader is told how Abigail  
is doing now, and how there are “countless others  
in our community who need help.”

#LoveStories

Catholic Charities — “Hunger”



International Rescue Committee
“Long Road from Harm to  

Home” Acquisition

#LoveStories

Blending art & science to build donor relationships.









•  The “hook” —  The depiction of refugees eluding 
border guards to reach safety reads like a novel.

•  We focus on “one family’s journey” – because the 
enormity of the problem – 6 million Syrians driven 
from their homes — is too big.  

•  How can I possibly help 6 million people?

#LoveStories

Donors can connect to  
“one family’s story”



•  …but maybe I can help one family.  The story of  
Fawaz, the patriarch and our protagonist, is easy  
to understand: “We were afraid our children would  
be injured or killed — so we fled.”

•  The family’s long journey to escape war and death  
is dramatic and real.

•  Copy is almost 4 pages long, but is broken up with 
compelling quotes like “the war was outside our door” 
and multiple asks.

#LoveStories

Donors can connect to  
“one family’s story”



Thank You
To discuss how more effective storytelling and improved  

fundraising strategy can help your organization, please contact:

Steven J. Maggio

President/Chief Creative Officer
DaVinci Direct, Inc.
36 Cordage Park Circle, Suite 339
Plymouth, MA  02360
steve@davinci-direct.com
508.746.2555, ext. 511
davincidirect.com


